Volume Data
• Sampled scalar or vector field of three spatial dimensions.
• A collection of data points (voxel) defining certain structures, properties, or phenomena in the spatial domain • Sources of volume data include numerical simulations, biomedical imaging devices, and sensors for geophysics studies.
• A grid is usually associated with the data and data values are stored at the grid points. 
Methods for Visualizing Volume Data

High-Frequency TFs
• Pre-Classification -no high-frequencies from TF but ...
• color interpolation • fuzziness
• Post-Classification -Must address the problem of high-frequencies TFs -To capture the information in between slices, one solution is to render as many slices as possible.
• Split numerical integration into -one pre-integration for the TF -one integration for the sampled scalar field
• Slab-by-slab rendering • How tables are computed?
• Why computation is slow?
• Solution: "incremental subrange integration" Each " must be scaled for # samples.
• Opacity for each composite step must account for the total number of composite operations.
• Must be applied to each alpha as it is composited
Brute-force table generation is O(n 3 )
• n x n lookup table:
-n 2 integrals
• Length n transfer function:
-O(n) composites per integral
• Constant sampling spacing
The integral for many small ranges over TF must be repeatedly calculated.
=> incremental calculations?
Every possible spacing
Front sample values
Back sample values
Can it be incrementally generated?
• We'd like to take the range i…j and add a sample to get i … ( j + 1 ) • But the alpha scaling factors would be wrong! • The length of integration must be known for each composite operation since alpha correction must be applied before compositing. Fill out this big table with "wrong" integrals.
How are previous results re-used?
Say you want integrals of length j -i = 10
Transfer function 0 n 10 All possible length 10 integrals can be computed in constant time. Table" • Each represents all possible integrals along a pre-integrated lookup table diagonal
"Subrange Integral
• There are 2n lookup table diagonals.
• Each is computed in O(n) time r integration values stored in each bin, and there are n t /n r bins
